Ashton Kutcher and Mila Kunis
Share a Romantic Night in
Rome

By Jennifer Ross
A little rain doesn’t stop these two from romancing the night
away in Rome. On Sunday, Hollywood couple Ashton Kutcher and
Mila Kunis was spotted dining at Rome’s Antica Pesa
Restaurant. The lovebirds ordered an array of mouth watering
delights, such as Parma ham crudo and mozzarella, eggplant
parmigiana and a salad with marinated anchovies. The piÃ¨ce de
résistance – a thousand layer pastry with cream and fresh
berries. Kutcher and Kunis were also seen walking hand-in-hand
in the center of Rome. Sharing their love for each other
around the world, it’s exciting to wonder where their next

stop will be.
Where are three of the most romantic locations to visit with
your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
When you are in love, you want to tell the entire world. As a
result, many lovers take a romantic trip together, creating
lasting memories. Whether you decide to shout your love from
the highest mountain or write “I love you” on a white sandy
beach, here are a few destinations to get your journey
started:
1. Aspen, Colorado: More than just a celebrity hot-spot, Aspen
is a lover’s paradise all year-round. With miles of
hiking/skiing trails and romantic carriage rides boasting
stunning sceneries, you and your mate can adventure all day
and curl up cozily by a fireplace at night.
2. Paris: Known as the city of lovers, Paris overflows with
romance. Fall in love again with your partner through their
beautiful public park. Share a lovely meal for two at a
sidewalk café and walk hand-in-hand in their many museums.
3. Kauai, Hawaii: Kauai is nature’s perfect landscape for
lovers. Everywhere you look, you and your partner are
surrounded by beautiful beaches, poem inspiring sunsets,
gorgeous tropical flowers and dramatic cliffs and canyons to
set a romantic mood.
What romantic vacation did you have with your partner? Share
your story below.

